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The modern study of the Middle Ages is inextricably bound up with the course of nineteenth and twentieth 

century European nationalism. From the »Monumenta Germaniae Historica« to the »Rolls Series«, 

scholars and politicians made common cause in constructing and at times inventing a common past for 

sometimes disparate peoples. Now Pit Péporté has done for Luxembourg what others have for its larger 

neighbors: written the history of the history of a medieval past in the service of contemporary political 

necessities. As such it is a worthy addition to the growing literature on »inventing« historical memory.

Luxembourg was recently described in the »New York Times« as »about as cuddly as countries come« 

albeit for all its cuteness, rather boring au fond. Characteristically, that article went on to tell the very story 

whose creation this book relates. Drawn from a 2008 PhD thesis, Péporté’s aim is to »analyse and clarify 

the process of creating a medieval past in Luxembourg« by focusing on three issues: the »making« of the 

most significant representations of Luxembourg’s medieval past; how medieval topoi developed and 

changed over time; and thirdly, how medieval history has served political purposes, especially the creation 

of national identity. 

The social process of memory as it relates to the past and the making of a nation is the real subject here. 

And to pursue it in the case of Luxembourg, Péporté personifies it by investigating how four individuals 

drawn from the Middle Ages have been variously remembered and portrayed. Each is assigned a 

separate function in the making of modern Luxembourg: Sigefroid is the founding father; Melusine is myth; 

Ermesinde is the connecting link; and John of Bohemia displays the many uses of the heroic. Taken 

together they reflect the centrality of the Middle Ages as the crucible of national and post-national 

Luxembourg, while casting doubt on the whole enterprise of history as a subject above the politics of 

memory.

Sigefroid is in many respects the most enigmatic and embroidered of all these national figures given his 

remoteness in time (10th century) and the scarcity of historical evidence about him. The author posits four 

distinct periods in the development of historical memory of this founding figure. Beginning in the sixteenth 

century, he is associated with the founding of the county and city of Luxembourg; in the nineteenth century 

he becomes the glorious founder, a fact reaffirmed in the millennial celebration of 1963, only to fade in 

importance and memory in the forty years since. Most of this story, according to the author, is a triumph of 

romanticism over any real historical or archaeological evidence resulting in an image much more 
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legendary than real. There is also active forgetting to allow this memory, as Conrad I (d. 1086), the first to 

actually call himself »count of Luxembourg«, is largely forgotten. But Sigefroid may come to share 

Conrad’s fate, if Péporté’s analysis is correct, for he »no longer responds to any major needs« in a post-

national, unified Europe.

It is clear that Péporté considers his second subject, Melusine or the myth, as perhaps the most intriguing 

of the four since he published the substance of this chapter in 2007. And one is inclined to agree with him, 

given that she is a pure invention dating from the late medieval period, which underwent a modern 

transformation with a local, very Luxembourgian focus. Half woman, half serpent, Melusine’s story is 

composed by Jean d’Arras in 1392–1394 who subtly embeds it in the genealogy of the Limburg-

Luxembourg dynasty, his patrons. When medieval topics became popular in the early nineteenth century, 

Melusine became a figure in German story and opera and was interwoven in a retelling of the founding of 

Luxembourg, becoming the wife of Count Sigefroid and thus part of the mythology of the birth of the 

nation. She continued to symbolize the founding dynasty in popular children’s tales, postage stamps and 

posters, even giving the name to a popular night club in Luxembourg City. Her future seems assured since 

she has been embraced as a strong female figure and thus has evoked feminist interest in this »fairy 

princess«.

Ermesinde, the »connecting link«, was one of the several skilled female political players of the Southern 

Low Countries in the thirteenth century. She is notable both for her maneuvering through the shoals of 

marriage and remarriage, while governing the lands of Luxembourg and eventually Limburg and preparing 

her son to succeed her. In the process, she granted civic liberties to a number urban localities and 

perhaps established an abbey of nuns at Clairefontaine, where she was buried. Although nothing unusual 

for the time, these actions by Ermesinde were to have great importance in the making of her history. That 

history has two chapters, both composed in the nineteenth century. As an era of political liberalism and 

nation building, historians naturally looked to her urban liberties to make of her a founder of Luxembourg 

City. Ermesinde the pious princess followed, drawing upon her association with Clairefontaine abbey, 

which was destroyed in the French Revolution but lived on in a Jesuit foundation on the site. By tradition 

she was considered the abbey’s foundress and as if to confirm this, her remains were found in the abbey’s 

ruins and enshrined there in a new chapel. The site became a regional pilgrimage site in her honor and 

that of the Virgin Mary with whom she became associated. These strands of liberal nation-building, 

coupled with devout service, were Ermisinde’s distinct contribution to Luxembourg self-identity. 

The most widely recognized figure of all is the last discussed by Péporté, king John of Bohemia, who was 

immortalized in the story told of his death in the battle of Crécy by Jean Froissart. Through the work of 

Froissart and even more significantly, the works of Guillaume de Machaut, John acquired the image of the 

perfect knight: skilled jouster, crusader against the Prussians, supremely brave to the point of 

foolhardiness, all contributed to what the author calls »the birth of the hero«. As a political figure, the 

record on John is much more mixed. He was unpopular in Bohemia and in general he was remembered 
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immediately after his death as a heroic knight and indifferent ruler. As chivalry declined in status in early 

modern Europe, John fades from the general historical record, while at the same time acquiring 

importance in the local history of Luxembourg. Interestingly, much of this importance was posthumous and 

involves the multiple locations of his tomb. His original burial place, the abbey of Altmünster, was 

destroyed in 1543 and only his tomb was spared destruction and was moved to the church of the 

Franciscan monastery in Luxembourg City. John’s remains were rescued once again in 1795, this time 

from the invading French army and were transferred to Germany. After some time hidden, Prince 

Frederick William of Prussia learned of their existence, acquired them and built a new mausoleum above 

the river Saar outside of Kastel, Prussia. John was reinterred there on the 492nd anniversary of his death 

in 1838. 

In the wake of the Belgian revolution of the 1830s, the people of Luxembourg became more conscious of 

the historical origins of their national identity. John of Bohemia was particularly suitable for the three-fold 

role his memory came to play in making him a national hero. His love of country, his establishment of the 

trade fair known as the Schobermesse, and his heroic death in support of France were biographical 

elements that resonated with nineteenth century political needs. Threatened by an expansionist German 

empire to the east, fearful of annexation by Belgium to the north, Luxemburgers attached themselves to 

the culture of France and the memory of John. In the twentieth century this attachment led to a long 

attempt to regain his remains and give them a suitable monument in Luxembourg. Germany’s defeat in 

1945 gave the chance for John’s »repatriation«, which occurred in 1946 aboard a military transport truck. 

His remains were laid in the crypt of Luxembourg cathedral in his pre-1793 sarcophagus. 

The last reinvention of John came at the 700th anniversary of his birth in 1996. At an international 

symposium for the occasion, the fruits of modern historical research were presented revealing John for an 

astute politician and pan-European figure, ideal in the post-war increasingly united Europe of the late 

twentieth century. Orienting his memory away from his chivalric exploits and stress on warfare received 

architectural form in the commissioning of a new mausoleum for John. In 1999 a Luxembourg architect 

won the competition with a design celebrating John as a »pioneering champion« of European Union. 

A nation’s historical memory is made and remade according to political vicissitudes and the wants and 

needs of contemporary culture. In the wealthy Luxembourg of the twenty first century, the Middle Ages is 

surprisingly present in popular memory embodied by the four figures discussed above. As such, the 

Middle Ages serve to reinforce monarchy and a distinct identity for Luxembourgers and is remembered 

positively as a result. The virtue of this book is to reveal the dynamics of memory and forgetting in a 

significant test case. It is a worthy addition to the historical literature. 
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